Welcome & Ice Breaker

- Break into small groups
- Share your name, how you interact with volunteers, and your favorite “Fall food”
Agenda

• OVV Rollout Review
  – Occupational Health
  – Advanced Reporting
• Looking Forward: FY 17 & FY 18
• Q&A
• Prizes
• Lunch
OVV Rollout: Review

• Series & Classifications
  – Volunteers: Altruistic, Skilled, Experiential, Episodic
  – Visitors: Visiting Scholars, Non-OHSU Student Interns

• Registration Changes
  – Online Registration Form
  – Employee ID Numbers
  – CARS
  – Compass
OVV By the Numbers: FY 2016

• 96,299 hours logged by OVV volunteers
  – 22% increase from FY 2015

• 840 registered volunteers
  – 24% increase from FY 2015

• Equivalent to 46 full-time employees

• Value of $2,190,808

• Thank you for all of your help!
Value of OVV Volunteers: 2010-2016
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OVV Rollout: Summer

- Most popular year yet!
  - June: 145 activated
  - Annual June average: 70 activated

- Challenges
  - OH & Joint Commission
  - Pilot groups
  - Lost FTE
  - Compass & EID’s
  - SS verification for minors

- Lessons learned
  - Weekly orientations
  - FTE
  - Spring Luncheon
OVV Rollout: Other Updates

• Welcome, Marissa!

• New website launched
Occupational Health

• Medical Clearance Exceptions are still being made:
  – Indirect: Skip TB requirement
  – Direct: 1 round in ≤12 months acceptable to start
  – Hep B: email vaccination records

• Exceptions are in effect until further notice from OVV & Occupational Health

• Changes to new employees receiving services before start date does not impact OVV applicants

• New Instruction forms are being rolled out this week (11/14/16) – 1 version with options pre-selected by OVV*
  (*West campus has their own version)
Advanced Reporting

• OVV was a pilot group

• Easier to request (less info required)

• Better access to view status (have they responded, what states/counties haven’t replied, if a detailed review is occurring, etc.)

• Maintained ability to provide HR input when detailed review is required

• O2 Online form for volunteers and visitors has been deactivated

• Summer expediting options may be available
Looking Forward: FY 17

• Visiting physicians

• Online orientation for visiting physicians & visiting scholars

• International visitors & volunteers process clarification

• Ongoing: Streamlining processes
Looking Forward: FY 18

- Students on clinical rotation & practicum
- Requesting increased staff support
- Summer Registration support resources
  - turnaround times
  - frequent orientations
- Streamlining & process improvements
Questions?
Thank You!

ovv@ohsu.edu

Visit our [website](#) for more information

Like us on Facebook: [OHSU Office of Visitors & Volunteers](#)

Follow us on Twitter: [@OHSUrvs](#)
Prizes!

1. What is the name of OHSU’s new background check vendor?

2. Name one change related to Occupational Health we discussed today.

3. What is one goal or project OVV is looking forward to in FY17 or FY18?

4. Reference one statistic that impressed you today.

5. What does an external employee ID give visitors/volunteer access to?

6. Name the four classifications within the volunteer series.